**APHOMOMYRMEX**

*afer*. *Aphomomyrmex afer* Emery, 1899e: 494, fig. (w.q.m.) CAMEROON.


*emeryi* Ashmead, 1905; see under *TAPINOMA*.

*goetschi* Menozzi, 1935; see under *MYRMELACHISTA*.

*hewitti* Wheeler, W.M. 1910; see under *CLADOMYRMA*.

*muralti*. *Aphomomyrmex muralti* Forel, 1910e: 449 (w.) SOUTH AFRICA.

**Status as species**: Arnold, 1920a: 553; Wheeler, W.M. 1922a: 940; Emery, 1925b: 45.